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Communications Minister Eric Kierans has an-
unced changes in Canadian and international
rcel-post rates designed to simplify the rate
-ucture and to bring parcel-post revenues and
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The changes announced will allow the Post
Office to improve its financial position without
creating a substantial increase to the general
public. The advance notice to large mailers will
allow them to make the necessary adjustments in
their arrangements well ahead of time.

TACTICAL SATELLITE PROGRAM

The Communications Research Center (CRC) in
Ottawa and elements of the Canadian Armed Forces
will continue to take part in a NATO research pro gram
that has resulted in a number of achievements in
communications over the past year.

The signing of a memorandum of understanding
sponsoring extension of the NATO research and
development program in tactical satellite communi-
cations (TACSATCOM) was announced recently by
the nine participants: Belgium, Canada, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Britain, the United States and the SHAPE Technical
Center.

This latest phase is a co-operative test program
using Lincoln Experimental Satellite (LES-6), launched
from Cape Kennedy in September 1968, and a network
of small tactical satellite-communication terminais.

Last year, using the original LES-5 satellite, the
Canadian Forces flew terminals into Resolute Bay and
established the best communications ever from the
Canadian Arctic. Terminais were set up in sub-zero
weather at Wainwright, Alberta, and in the tropical
forests of Jamaica, with good communication by
satellite back to Ottawa.

CRC, using an airborne terminal, conducted a
long-range flight test to Churchill, Manitoba, and for
the first time in Canada, voice communication was set
up from the aircraft through the satellite back to
Ottawa.

CRC operates three terminals - one truck-mounted,
one fixed (at Shirlev Bav. Ontario) and one airborne.

tury, the period in which the drama is set.
According to Mr. Fletcher, the costumes in

Hadrian VII are copies of the originals, but, for
theatrical purposes, they have been exaggerated and
made slightly larger-than-life to give them more
solidity and better stage projection.

Legend and tradition are closely associated
with the robes worn by the Pope and the Cardinals,
and certain rules had to be taken into account in the
design of the Vatican clothes. For example, the most
elaborate and formal attire worn by the Cardinals
are the "capa magnas", long capes made of a very
special fabric and color. The fabric is not readily
available and extremely expensive. However, if the
hats (biretta and zucetta) wom with the capes are
of the right fabric, then it is liturgically right and
acceptable for the capa magna to be of slightly
different cloth and color. Consequently, Mr. Fletcher
arranged for the hats to be made authentically in
Rome, and used a closely resembling fabric for the
capes.

Costumes for the Swiss Guards in Hadrian are
said to have been designed originally by Michael-
angelo or Raphael. It is factual, however, that the
Della Rovere family (a papal family) donated several
sets of the original Swiss Guard armour to the
Vatican in the sixteenth century. The helmets
(morions) of this caparison were engraved with a
crest symbolic of the tree of life. Mr. Fletcher
sought out and copied the crest for costumes in the
New York and Stratford productions,

Following its month-long engagement, in Strat-
ford, Hadrian VII, with Hume Cronyn as Frederick
William Rolfe, embarks on a 38-week tour of the
United States, opening in Chicago on September 4.

VARIEGATED CHRISTMAS STAMPS

Postage stamps for the Christmas season in
denominations of 5 cents and 6 cents, with designS
stressing the multiracial structure of Canada's
population, will be released by the Canada Post
Office in October.
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LOUISBOURG COMES TO LIFE

e Cha:eau St. Louis, Louis bourg, Vora Scotia, s-cil through an
chor-ring retrieved from Louis bourg Harbor.
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Included on the agenda for this fifth session of
Commission are consideration of forest inventory
toçu, multiple-use management of forest lands,
sry~ edrcaioni, and externat aid in the form of

:ilterl ad ilaea technical assistance pro-
is. The Commissioni wlW alan hear reporta on the
vities of its working comtes on forest insects
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TEACHERS BACK TO SCHOOL
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RECHOSLOVAK REF1JGEES SUR VEY

A study of how Czechoslovak refugees have
red in Canada is being carried out by the Depart-
ýnt of Manpower and Immigration. Details of the
udy, which will be based on a sample survey of
000 persons who camne to Canada under the special
:echoslovakian Refiigee Program last autumn and
nter, were announced recently by Manpower and
migration Minister Allan J. MacEachen.

The survey wilI provide data on problems of
ipioyment, housing and language affecting the
:ugees, and on their adjustment to the Canadian
y of life, It will be part of a research project
signed to gather information and opinions from a
>resentative portion of ail immigrants.

Between September 1968 and Match 1969, 11,153
echosiovakian immigrants settled ini Canada; of
ýse, 5,745, or more than 50 pet cent of the total,
ttled in Ontario, 1,353 went to Alberta, 1,331 to
ebec, 1,257 to Manitoba, 932 to Saskatchewan and
5 to the Atlantic Provinces. One refugee settled

Yukon.
E' the total,
rident adults
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Sulted froin action taken by the manufacturera to
establish more effective quality control procedures
following recognition of the basic probIem in 1967.

The health hazard of color TV sets, even where
radiation emissien ia above the standard, i. con-
sidered by the Department to be exceedingly smail.
In the survey, radiation emission was observed only
at the point of closest approach te the electroskc
tubes, at the side, back or bottomn of the set - net
in the normal vlewing position. Fuitherniore, the
standard carnies such a high 8afety margin that,
unless it ia exceeded by a substantiai amount, any
health risk is quite insignificant.

In inost cases, maximum leveis were less tban
ten times higher than the standard. Levels are much
lower directly in front of the picture tube. Thus,
viewer exposure can be considered negligible if a
normal viewing distance, prefèrably four feet or
more, ia maintained. The Departmeivt warns however,
that prolonged proximity te the aide or back of a set
should be avoided as much as possible.

STUDY TO CONTINUE
The Minister emphaaized that the study had been of
an explpratory nature only andi that the preliminary
results had net yetï been followed up in detail. The
survey was nation-wide and included nwst types ef
set, but it coeuld net be regarded as complete and
final. For instance, the Department was net yet able
te state whether thp hi ok.-r 1-w1k ,w..,A .i
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LOCKHIEED IN VANCOUVER

The annieunceînent that Lockheed Aircraft Corpo-
ration weuld establish a subsidlary compsny in_
Vancouaver resulted froua a request by the. Departuient
ef Industry, Trade and Commerce that Lockbeed seelc
to establi#lh a Canadian company, Mr. Jean-Luc Pepin,
Minse of Industry, Trade and Coerce, said
recently.

The. nw firm, Lcockheed Offshiore Petroleum
Services Ltd., which wi11 manufacture a system for
ofshr oil drilling, will b. ataffed almst entirely by
Canadians and ceuld, Mr. Pepin believes, provide
empleymentforas many s400 persens as the. coispany

or about 65 per cent, were granted to~ the wife.
Among the provinces the propotions of ail d~ecrees
granted to the wife varied froua 45 to 70 per cent.
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